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Tressless is a support community for redditors coping with hair loss. Side Effects The only real difference that has been
noted in these two drugs is in the side effects they produce. If you purchase medications online, be sure you are buying
from a reputable and valid online pharmacy. By designating a single reference listed drug as the standard to which all
generic versions must be shown to be bioequivalent, FDA hopes to avoid possible significant variations among generic
drugs and their brand name counterpart. Feel free to discuss hair loss remedies and technologies, living with hair loss,
and whether to "take the plunge" and shave your head. The two drugs use the same active ingredient- finasteride. I'm on
9 months generic and it doesn't seem to be doing anything and it makes me worry now: Stop spreading fallacies, there's
already enough lies in the hair loss community. Propecia Rating 13 User Reviews 4. It is possible that you have a
sensitivity that will make one drug a better treatment choice than another in your circumstances.An Examination of
Brand-Name vs Generic Finasteride: A look at Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API), Excipients,. Bioequivalence,
and Other Factors Affecting Efficacy. Cyberspace Chat. Bradley R. Wolf, MD, FISHRS Cincinnati, Ohio, USA
wolfmedinc@unahistoriafantastica.com Below are posts culled from various internet discussion. Oct 16, - Forum, The
ISHRS journal has an article concluding that generic 1mg fin causes the patient to continue to thin (and those switching
from Propecia to generic saw loss increase). They believe Propecia has a higher effectiveness due to ingredients--new
generics DO NOT have same compounds. Do you believe this is true?Generic Finasteride effectiveness compared to
Propecia? Are they. Jul 11, - I've been on propecia brand for years. On my last bottle and considering switching to
generic because it is considerably cheaper. Costco has generic manufactured by Camber for $36 (versus $+ for brand). I
heard horror stories initially of some people switching from brand to generic but nothing recently difference between
Generic Finasteride and Propecia. I have been taking propecia the prescribed one but now I think ill try save abit of
money and just go for the. I've seen it being discussed more often and tbh I don't necessarily want to start a discussion of
Generic Finasteride vs Propecia, just if it would be good for me to switch from Generic fin to propecia or proscar. 2) I
know that pharmacies won't always give you the same brand, they sometimes switch brands. Does anyone else here find
themselves losing hair on generic 1mg finasteride? Just genetic fin, the article doesnt have a problem with proscar split.
So, is propecia a better option for it to work? This goes against everything that tells us that generics are the same. I'm on
9 months generic and it doesn't seem. May 16, - In November , US-based Merck's patent on hair loss drug Propecia
(made up of Finasteride 1mg) finally expired. Thereafter, numerous generic versions of Finasteride 1mg have come into
the US market at a small fraction of the cost of Propecia. I assume the same is true in other countries and blog. Oct 9, Hi Doc,. Had a couple of questions; Been following your blog for sometime now and had a few concerns. Hopefully you
can answer them. I have been on finasteride for approximately 3 months, till now I can say that maybe I have noticed
some thickening at the most. Anyways I wanted to ask you if you think. Sep 28, - Hey all, Just curious if there is thought
to be any difference in quality, safety, efficacy, or anything else other than price with Propecia vs generic finasteride. Is
there any known uptick in risk of side effects with generic, or are generics less effective? Just curious. I know the
ingredients are the same, but I recall. Feb 15, - Second, it would make it more difficult for consumers to realize that a
cheaper 5 mg version of the identical chemical substance was available. At an eye-popping $ for a 4 month supply at
some pharmacies, however, Propecia is 27 times the price of Wal*Mart's generic version of Proscar, at $9 for an.
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